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Script supervising and film continuity are two
of the more crucial roles in television and
filmmaking. One particularly interesting

graphic on pages 54–55 of Pat Miller’s book on
the topic shows 23 members of the cast and crew
asking the script supervisor questions ranging
from “What was the timing on the rehearsal?”
(from the director) to “Is the clock right? It’s in
the shot.” (from the DP).

A complicated but fascinating role in TV and film, Sam Sullivan seems
to have it all under control for the film Knucklehead, which filmed in New
Orleans in October and November. Here are his answers to a few of my
questions.

GARYMICHAEL SMITH: SCRIPT SUPERVISION IS A LABOR-INTENSIVE ANDOFTENDIFFI-

CULT FIELD IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY. WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO IT?

SAMSULLIVAN: I enjoy seeing all the pieces of a story come together. As a script
supervisor, you have to know where the character is in the story, what they
are wearing, carrying, saying, and wounded by, etc. Every department is
responsible for a piece of the puzzle and it’smy job tomake sure all the pieces
fit.

GMS: HOW MANY FILMS HAVE YOU WORKED TO DATE? DO ANY STAND OUT AS

PARTICULARLY MEMORABLE?

SS: I broke 50 a while back, which means I’m getting old. The most memo-
rable ones are not always the biggest ones. The Loss of a Teardrop Diamond
was a small beautiful film ... Period films are challenging because you are time
traveling andwework hard tomake the audience feel the authenticity of the
world. And The Imagination Movers for the same reason, because the audi-
ence wants to believe in magic hats and wobble-goggles and rock out.

GMS: HOWLONG IS YOUR TYPICALWORKDAY?DOYOU EVERHAVE TO “TAKEWORK

HOME”?

SS: Call to wrap is usually 12 hours, but I spend another hour with paper-
work and prepping for the next day.

GMS: HOW DO YOU FIND YOUR JOBS?

SS: At first, I volunteered to work on any project with a script to get experi-
ence. But as you learn to make fewer mistakes, you find you have a resume.
Other script supervisors needed personal days off, so I got credits on Buffy
andX-Files, which helpedmegetmore shows.Now it’smostlyword of mouth.
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There is a small group of excellent script supervisors in Louisiana, and
together we’ve covered most of the productions that have come here.

GMS:WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OFWORKINGAS A SCRIPT SUPERVISOR? YOUR

LEAST FAVORITE?

SS: My favorite thing is when you’re on a good team where the crew pulls
together to make an excellent show. My least favorite is adding page counts
(in eighths) and minutes shot to date for my reports each night.

GMS: DO YOU HAVE A SECRET FOR KEEPING TRACK OF EVERYTHING FROM CONTI-

NUITY TO SCRIPT REVISIONS?

SS: Yep. Surrender to the story. I read the script a lot and get to know the
characters as they are written. Sometimes I “time” the script for production
to make sure the script isn’t too long or short. As I do, I read all the parts
aloud and become each character. It helpsme see their props, dialogue, loca-
tions and wardrobe as a part of that character’s life, and not so much as an
item on the list.

I get emotionally invested in their lives, so I care that they are dressed the
rightway, saying the right things, and carrying the item thatwill save theworld
from the zombies (which I forgot once). When you finish the show, you feel
a loss that your “people” are going away.

GMS: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO THOSE WHO CONSIDER ENTERING THIS

FIELD?

SS: Learn editing. It’s the question you face every day. A big part of our job
is to make sure the editor can use what the director shot to tell a story. “Do
we needmore coverage or is just amaster okay?” “Are the eye-lines correct?”
(Are people in different shots looking at each other.) “Did we get all the shots
we need from this angle before we spend a half hour changing the lighting
for another shot?” “What shots canwe omit?”After that, the continuity details
are easy.
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